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Time constraints

In the survey discussed in the previous chapter, the amount of workload The word ‘workload’ itself means ‘the load or the amount of work’ so saying ‘the amount of workload’ is redundant. was found to be an important obstacle against the usage ofusing ICT in schools. Reverse speaking, the tTeachers just did not have sufficient time to makeuse ICT effective use of ICTly. In the interviews, this factorpoint repeatedly was triangulatemphasizeded. The word ‘triangulated’ means ‘to make or divide into triangles’.  I doubt this is what you want to say here.  What do you truly want to say in this sentence? As pointed out by Interviewee 12B, teachers were unable to prepare lessons with ICT due to time constraints, even  al though they might be willing to douse it. 
Hmm… How can I say it?….  We are actually are  very busy with our normal teaching activities. There is virtually no time to prepare additional teaching material. We haveteach more than 30 lessons in a week, and . Yet we have to deal with a lot of numerous ad hoc inquiries from our pupils. We have to participate in a lot ofmany in-service training programmes as well….. The problem is that we do not have sufficient time to prepare for theour lessons using ICT,  even although we realize that ICT ismay be useful toin teaching and learning. 
Interviewee 12B (Teacher of School-12) . . . . Dialogue 1

Interviewee 12B was a teacher with 20 years of teaching experiences. As she said, sShe said that she had being using computers for a few years in her teaching, but did not have sufficient time enabling the full potential ofto utilize ICT to its full potential. She believed that having more available preparation time would letallow her to do thingsperform To do what things? much better. She rated This factor wastime as being even more important than money.
I have been using ICT for a few years. I found ICT very useful in preparing examination questions, say. The questions are being kept in a data bank that helps me very much in preparing examination papers. However, the real hindrance is work overloaded work ….. 
[Question: What wioullld you ask for if you couldan ?]
“More free time for teachers….. this would beis the the most beneficial. There is no great advantage ifwhen the government only gives more money only to hire a technical staff instead of a teachers…..”
Interviewee 12B (Teacher of School-12) . . . Dialogue 2

Interviewee 14A, who was the Hheadtteacher in School-14, simply compared current teacher workloads on teachers at present and that inwith workloads of the past. Again, hHe also emphasized that the increasing demands on teachersing activities shouldmust be offset by more preparation time. 
[Question: What are the problems exist that limit to the implementation oft ICT in your school ?]
“Timee ! The workload of teachers is already is  very heavy. In the past, a teacher could getgo into the classroom and started to teach withusing a textbook. It was relatively simple. Teaching has become more demanding today than ever before…..
Interviewee 14A (Headteacher of School-14) . . . . Dialogue 3

Teacher 12B further pointed out that demands upon teachers were more demandedhave increased due to thebecause of educational reforms that have taken place in recent years. Some of themteachers have been required had to attend various examinations and assessments, such as the Language Proficiency Assessment for Teachers (LPAT), in order to fulfill the requirements allowing them forto continuinge in their teaching profession. Many teachers have felt threatened by these new requirements.It was a greatly threatening impact on teachers. Teacher 12B treatregarded itthem as having had a negative, rather than a positive factorinfluence upon teacher performance, essentially merely which would spend, if not waste, a lot of time for teacherswasting teachers’ time.
[Question: Assuming that you are now giving suggestions to policy makers in education, what willould you say ?]
To give me more time, which is the the most importanimportant thing I needt. ItThis is because we, the teachers, hasve to deal with a lot of trivial tasks in addition to teaching. For instance, the Language Proficiency Assessment for Teachers is a big issue to teachers. Theyse skills are not directly used in teaching and students will not be benefitedt. Apparently, a lot of efforts went into this program have been paid and a lot ofmuch money has been spent. Education expenses have been increasing every year but pupils receive less and lessfewer and fewer benefits. Teachers are required to attend training courses but it turns out withoutdo not learning much. This is clearly is a kind of wastage ofing money.
…..
If more time is given, I can finish all of themy tasks much better. Even iIf I was asked to make use of ICT, I can go ahead to and do it. However, currently I can only can manage to handle tasksprepare as far as the in next lesson or the next day. (i.e.I have insufficient time to well plan further ahead) 
- Interviewee 12B (Teacher of School-12) . . . . Dialogue 4

It could be seenclearly is evident that Interviewee 12B has d strong heartfelt complaints abouton the educational policy. Her feeling of helplessness views were  obviously was reflected apparentin the interview in her response to the next question.:
[Question: Is thereDo you receive any help from the Education Department ? Where can you find suitable teaching material ?]
It is very difficult. We haveteach six to seven lessons every day. In addition, we have to mark assignments, tests quizzes and examinations. We still have to prepare lessons for tomorrow. Do you think that I have time to do anything further ? No,t unless I have plenty ofget more time orso that I can spare one or two hours everyday. 

[Question: Do you think that other teachers are experiencing the same situation ?]
I believe that I already ambelongs among those to the categorywho use  with the highest level of usage of ICT the most  ……
Interviewee 12B (Teacher of School-12) . . . . Dialogue 5
Interviewee 11A, who was a Hheadtteacher, already had implemented carried out some measures to release certain workload fromduce teachers workloads in her schools.
[ Question: Do you have sufficient teachers or other staff to handle so many resources in school ? ]
How do you measure whether or not it something is sufficient ? ….. My view on the arrangementallocation of human resources is that “one must performing to one’s strength and getting what one’s neededs”. I shallallocate tasks taking into consideration each  arrange teacher’s to handle issues related to their strengths. Our teachers are not required to administer any computer server, so are our ICT coordinatorservice their own computers. We have subscribed to receive the maintenance services from an external consultingtant firm. They are looking after our servers to make sure that everything is running healthilywell. Teachers are just focusing in upon their teaching activiresponsibilities. If there is any ad hoc ICT demand for additional ICT services, we shall deal with the consultingtant firm to see how these services can be provided. Of course, if the demand is eitheris  unreasonable or unaffordable, we have to look for alternatives. My objective is to avoid the requirement ofing every teacher to becomeing an ICT specialist. It (everybody beingcoming an ICT specialist) is would be almost impossible. A person who hasis expertise in ICT may not be capable  iofn teaching. Supposinge that we have that a good teacher who is not competent in ICTT,; does thisit mean that he ore/ she  canshould not continue his/her teaching profession ? I believe that  every teacher’s the major responsibility of teachers is to teach pupils well. Also, Candoes he/e or she come upserve as a good model for the pupils ?
The cComputer is a tool which should beis better off handledmaintained by technicians. Therefore I do not expect my teachers to manipulatinge it directly. ItWe have was shownfound that this kind of arrangement is satisfactory in all aspects.
- Interviewee 11A (Headteacher of School-11) . . . . Dialogue 6

Headtteacher 11A allocated most administrative tasks infor ICT forto technicians. According to her own view, this approach was happened to be successfully in terms of releasinged teachers from  “unnecessary” non-teaching related tasks, from teachers and let them focusing mainly inupon teaching activities.

However, another Hheadteacher, Interviewee 09A, had a different view on the workload. He did not realizecognize any increase in workload incurred by the use of ICT. 
[Question: Hasve you ever heard about any complaints from teachers that their workload has been greatly increased since the use of ICT]
Never! However……  <<< <<<
Interviewee 09A (Headteacher of School-09) . . . . Dialogue 7

This Tteachers brought outmade another general point. He supposedfelt that more time should be paid onreserved for teachers to work directly with children in order to achieve a better educational effectsresults, no matter inirrespective of ICT orand non-ICT issues.

“ there is not sufficient time (for children). Even if we do not talk about ICT, the schedule is already is extremely tight. Teachers do not have sufficient time to have contact time with pupils. Unlike secondary students who can stay behind after school, parents usually bring backpick up their primary school children immediately after school.”
Interviewee 11B (Teacher of School-11) . . . . Dialogue 8

Effectiveness

The responses to the question asking about the effectiveness of ICT fell in two extremes categories. As shown below, some teachers expressed concern that the effectiveness of ICT had been overstated and that numerous potential problems could result from its use. On the other hand, otherSome interviewees, such as Headteacher 10A , had a strongly optimistic view.
[Question: Firstly, what do you think about the usefulness of ICT in teaching ?]
To keep pace with the advancements ofin the society, teaching with ICT is very useful and important in primary education ……
[ Question: What is the result of the implementation of ICT ? ]
I can say that it has been on the right track. Pupils are now are able to search for information on diverse subjects over the web across different subjects. In addition, there are online forums available for discussions inof various topics…..…
Interviewee 10A (Headteacher of School-10) . . . . Dialogue 9

ICT is generally is regarded as a modern educational tool comparable to conventional educational tools (ref… ), Interviewee 11A had this view as well, it was shown in the following dialogue:.
[ Question: Do you think that ICT produceshas an essential impact toupon  modern primary education ? ]
I think that ICT has occupieds an important place in the modern world. In schools, ICT is an important tool. It is similar to what chalk, blackboards, cassette recorders and TV sets have been in the past…….
Many conventional pieces of equipment, such as TV sets, is generally belonging tofall under the jurisdiction of ICT facilities. However, the term ICT is frequently has a much  spoken with a narrower meaning connotation. Most people regards ICT as a collection of computers and, networking equipment, including the Intranet and Internet. We have found that these tools can extend beyond limitations of space and time for the pupils. This is a very great breakthrough. ..….. The use of computers and networks can save a lot of time fromor both teachers and pupils. Therefore I say that ICT is a very powerful tool. 
Interviewee 11A (Headteacher of School-11) . . . . Dialogue 10

Visual and auditory effects are important features which madeke ICT an important addition to other conventional tools in modern teaching and learning activities ( ref… ). Interviewee 01A and 12C gave support on these effectsis view, based upon  according to their experiences.
[ Question: Do you thinkfeel whetherthat the introduction of ICT in schools is useful ? ]
It depends upon how the teachers use it. If it is utilized in the appropriate way, thereit willmay behave an excellent effect upon teaching effect. It is common that pPupils commonly arefind it more difficult to concentrate on verbalwhen teaching meansis restricted to verbal communication alone. Pupils usually receive visual in addition to auditory stimulation. They Many may feelfind  it boring in just listening to hearing only the voice oftheir  teacher’s in class voice. The use of Mmulti-media instructional material, such as that provided by ICT tools, willmay be an advantageous to this kind of studentpupils. However, teachers shouldmust provide carefullyl guildidance to the their pupils inwhen they are using this kind of material. Otherwise, pupils may get lostmay lose themselves in the visual effects of the material and forget the actual knowledge context being deliverconveyed.
- Interviewee 01A (Headteacher of School-01) . . . . Dialogue 11

Interviewee 12C, who was the ICT coordinator atin School-12, also supportedagreed that the auditory and visual effects that ICT provided uniquely provides may with ICT helped result in improved student the concentration of pupils.
[ Question: Do you think that ICT is useful for pupils ? If yes, in which area ? ]
Greatly useful! The auditory and visual effects onf computers can help themstudents improve their concentration. Pupils are especially are interested in game-like material.
Interviewee 12C (Teacher of School-12) . . . . Dialogue 12

In School-01, the attractiveness of ICT was also exemplifiedillustrated in a “Digital Library” project. The Hheadteacher of that school strongly supported the use of ICT because a very positive result washad been observed in their Digital Library. Pupils were very appeared to take a great interest concentrated inin reading electronic books with rich visual presentations. This had never happened before, as mentioned by Teacher-01A. 
[ Question: Generally speaking, is ICT attractive to the pupils in learning ? ]
Yes, it is attractive. Especially now that we have a digital library in which electronic books are available to them. Whenever pupils have lessons in the library, they are excited and display improved more concentration skillsed. Although its effectiveness in helping students learning languages skills is not yet proven, the attractivenessbenefits of reading, no matterwhether conventional or electronic, to pupils are shis known. I have found that pupils are happy to visit the library. They especially are drawn towards concentrated in reading, usually in electronic books of with eye-catching  rich visual presentationsgraphics.
- Interviewee 01A (Headteacher of School-01) . . . . Dialogue 13

DeIn spite of the apparent improved concentration demonstrated by pupilsstudents, there wasare no data no measurement ofing the consequences of this extra “improved concentration”. MoreAdditional scientific analysisresearch hasmust been carried out on that group of pupilsthe effects of ICT on primary school students  I order to determine if its use results in any actualmeaningful improvement as a result of the newin actual learning. material. (More researches should be done in this area …)


In recent years, ICT hads been a very popular topic in the educational sector and , as well as in the entiregeneral community. [ ref … ]. Many Ppeople would “spontaneously” presume suppose that ICT must beis beneficial good without any hard evidence to support this view thinking and re-thinking. The Iinterviewees above had their somewhat opposing views towardson the effectiveness of ICT.

As shown in above dialogues, Headteacher 10A had a basically positive view towards the use of ICT. He further pointed out that some difficulties may have happenedarisen in the past but that they hadgenerally now had been overcome after a few years of practiceexperience. He believed that ICT was currently well fitted thestudents’ educational needs well, and according to his perception and he disagreed that the effectiveness of ICT hads been overstated in the community
[ Question: Do you think that the importance of ICT has been overstated within the community ? ]
Never overstated! However, it was a bit chaotic at the beginning of thewhen ICT first was implementationed,; for example, theteacher qualifications of teachers wasere not up to standard, etcand so on.
[ Question: Was it this a few years ago ? ]
Exactly! Theyis all happened a few years ago. In the beginning, there were problems with the hardware resources, the skills of teachers computer skills, etc. Those resources were not adequate to support the fast pace for theof ICT implementation. 
[Question: What is the present situation ?]
It has beenis on the track right now. At present, ICT is able to meet the needs of our school. 
……
- Interviewee 10A (Headteacher of School-10) . . . . Dialogue 14

Some interviewees, such as hHeadteacher 08A, generally haeld thea positive view, but expressed some with reservations onabout the effectiveness of ICT. Some researchers, such as (ref__, ref__, ref__) also have pointed out similar argumentsurged caution in delving totally into ICT. They argue that ICT should implemented “carefully” in order to demonstrateachieve the best result. 

I believe that the implementation (of ICT) in primary schools is essential. However, I have certain reservations with respect to how it is  on the way of implementationed and techniquesand used, and concerns that its effectiveness may bethe overstated effectiveness. Various aspects,  such as the way and packaging ofincluding  implementation, have  certain rooms for improvement.
Interviewee 08A (Headteacher of School-08) . . . . Dialogue 15

On the other extreme, some teachers were actually questioning the effectiveness of ICT. For instance, teacher 12B had a “radical” (as she said) objection against the effectiveness of ICT. She argued that the failure of ICT’s failures could not be rectified by any input of money.

[ Question: Do you mean that there will not be much improvement to the quality of teaching no matter how much money is spent in buying computers and other equipment ? ]
Yes, because it is not only a problem of money ! …..
Is this a “radical” view ? ……
Interviewee 12B (Teacher of School-12) . . . . Dialogue 16

In her response to the question of whether or not the effectiveness of ICT hass been overstated, her a straightforward answer was heard  as follows.
[ Question: Do you thinkfeel that the effectiveness of ICT has been overstated within the community ? ]
Yes, it that is exactly whathow I feel.
Interviewee 12B (teacher of School-12) . . . . Dialogue 17

Teacher 12B did not agree that computers were non-replaceable. According toIn her opinions, ICT was just belonging tois just one out of many categories of teaching meantools. In many circumstances, other means of teaching means can servebe just as good effective as ICT.
[ Question: Do you feel that computers have been over-emphasized ? ]
Exactly, it’sthat is sometimes true. This is an odd statement. Are you sure she said this?
[ Question: Do you mean that computers are not always needed ? ]
I believe that teaching is flexible. The most important thing problem is  the wayis how teachers conduct ing their lessons. ICT was not popular many years ago but lessons still could still be well deliverpresenteded well. Don’t you agree ?
[ Question: Do you mean that computers are not non-replaceable ? ]
Yes, ….. it is uncommon to see pupils collect useful information withon the computers.
.….
Interviewee 12B (Teacher of School-12) . . . . Dialogue 18

Interviewee 12B was not alone in her objections. Another interviewee, Hheadteacher 02A, also put forwardexpressed being strongly discouraginged over viewpoints towards the use of ICT in schools. He argued that ICT did not generate any effective learning, but merely produced an attractive appearance to lessons. One exceptional advantage he did admitagreed by himto was the encouragementing in creativity in students.
 [ Question: Do you think that ICT is useful in primary education ? ]
I can’tnot say that it is useless. However, I personally would not encourage to adopting ICT forin very low younge classesr students. Firstly, it is unhealthy  tofor the pupils’ eyes of pupils. Second, Iif it is only is used for getting online with the Internet but may not help pupils in learning, there  wouldmay not be much usefulness. Searching over the Internet is certainly is  more convenient, but I suppose that it is better for primary children to search material for inside a conventional library.  … …. I believe that ICT does not produceenhance learning great effectiveness in learning, but it does giveproduce beautiful packaging for education. However, iIt also helps pupils in learning art and it enhancinges creativity.
Interviewee 02A (Headteacher of School-02) . . . . Dialogue 19

Interviewee 10A also remindednoted that there were other factors which might be as equally as important as ICT was.
 [ Question: IsHas there been any improvement  ion the ability of students to communication capability on pupilse as a result of the introduction of ICT ? ]
ICT cannot be considered as a universal medicine tofor all educational problems. Education should not be restricted to ICT as the one and only tool. It should be considered merely as one of many together with many otherteaching conditionstechniques.
-	Interviewee 10A (Headteacher of School-10) . . . . Dialogue 20
-	

